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DO WE HEAR WHATEVER ENTERS OUR EARS?
It is tempting to believe that within the limits set by our audiograms we hear whatever sounds happen to stray into our ear canals, and that the way we attend to sounds or our past experiences with them do not make a lot of difference to our auditory experience. (It should be noted that speech scientists have long suspected that this belief is probably wrong; the reasons for their suspicions are discussed later.)
In the case of vision, on the other hand, most of usrealize that a particular visual stimulus can be seen more than one way. This becomes abundantly clear when we view a picture, such as one of the panels of Figure 1 , and see that it varies in appearance from moment to moment, even though we know that the patterns of ink on paper remain constant. We are only rarely confronted by similarly compelling evidence that the same acoustic waveform entering our ear canals can also yield very different auditory percepts from time to time or person to person-but indeed that is the case.
Objective evidence of the impact of selective attention and experience on the way sounds are heard has been accumulating ever since it became possible to generate and reliably repeat complex auditory test stimuli, roughly the past 50 years. That evidence comes from several different sources, including studies of the development of speech perception in very young infants, the learning of second languages by adults, learning to discriminate and identify complex laboratory test sounds, and the range of individual differences in the auditory capabilities of adults with normal audiograms.
Additional evidence has recently been provided by studies of the effects of auditory training on speech recognition by hearing aid and cochlear implant users. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In this article we will give a few highlights from studies of auditory perceptual learning and discuss the relevance of this body of knowledge to auditory training for users of hearing aids and cochlear implants.
HOW INFANTS DEVELOP SPEECH PERCEPTION
We learn our native language during the first few years of life, apparently doing so without much effort and at a remarkable rate of acquisition of the lexicon. Our vocabulary actually grows gradually at first, with only 20 to 40 words acquired by 15 months of age. But, by the age of 4 years, we are acquiring a dozen new words a day, and a 7-year-old may learn 20 words a day (more than one per waking hour). 7 Those early months were spent learning the speech code, and only after it was fairly well mastered could vocabulary building begin in earnest. Acquiring that code meant becoming sensitive to the acoustic contrasts that are significant (phonetic) in one's language, while also learning to ignore other acoustic variations that are not. 8, 9 Evidence collected with laboratory-generated sounds suggests a limit on the amount of information a listener can extract from a complex sound. Thus it is an efficient strategy to learn to attend to the critical features of speech in one's own language, while reducing the processing of non-meaningful variation of speech sounds.
One example of this process was provided in a study of the discrimination of a contrast that is meaningful in Hindi, but is unfamiliar to English speakers, /t(h)a/ versus /d(h)a/. 8 Speakers of Hindi produce and perceive this distinction quite reliably, while English speakers cannot. It was found, using a conditioning paradigm, that 7-month-old infants (children of English parents) could make this discrimination as well as adult Hindis, while adult English speakers failed miserably at it. But it was reassuring to also learn that adult English speakers could be trained to make the discrimination almost as well as adult Hindis. Adults can learn to recognize speech sounds on the basis of cues to which they previously appeared to be insensitive.
SECOND-LANGUAGE LEARNING
There has been a rapid growth of studies of second-language learning, to some degree motivated by the enormous number of non-native speakers of English seeking proficiency in that language. Many foreign students come to the U.S. with excellent literacy skills but poor pronunciation, and they experience great difficulty in understanding speech at normal conversational rates. It has become clear that the development of pronunciation and perception are intimately connected in these students.
Among the more familiar contrasts that are difficult for non-native speakers of English is /r/ versus /l/, as in "rake" versus "lake," for students from China, Japan, and Korea. Training studies have shown that recognition of this contrast can be learned, but that the training regimen must meet certain criteria. The corpus of training material, most importantly, must include tokens of each of the sounds recorded by multiple speakers, since otherwise the learning can be specific to a single speaker. 9 In addition, it was found that the positive effects of learning to recognize a specific contrast survived at least several months after the end of the training period. 10
LEARNING TO IDENTIFY COMPLEX (NON-SPEECH) SOUNDS
Three recent lines of research on persons with normal hearing are relevant to the possibility that auditory perceptual training might be an effective means of improving speech perception by hearing-impaired listeners. These are: (1) the time course of auditory perceptual learning; (2) the extent of auditory learning, in terms of the magnitude of the changes in spectral or temporal discrimination abilities that can result from auditory training; and (3) the results of large-scale studies of individual differences in auditory abilities.
Auditory perceptual learning
Reviews of the literature on the learning of non-speech auditory tasks have revealed a remarkable range of times required to achieve the best possible performance for human listeners (i.e., to approach asymptotic discrimination or identification thresholds). 11, 12 Figure 2 shows data from a study of the time required to approach asymptotic thresholds in a temporal discrimination task. 13 The listeners heard a sequence of 10 50-ms tones with frequencies from 300 to 3000 Hz, roughly the duration of many polysyllabic words. The sequence was repeated three times and the listener's task was to choose the sequence in which one of the 10 tones was made longer than 50 msec.
The lines labeled A, B, C, and D in Figure 2 represent four different 10-tone patterns. The figure is divided into three sections representing different levels of stimulus uncertainty used in the training. In the condition labeled "high uncertainty," the tone pattern was varied from trial to trial, sampling from a catalog of 50 such patterns. Under "medium uncertainty" only four patterns were used, with a random selection of pattern A, B, C, or D presented on each trial. Under "minimal uncertainty" the same pattern was used on every trial. About 700-800 trials were run each day and the listeners participated for about 100 consecutive training sessions. By the end of training they were able to detect increments of 8-10 ms in one 50-ms component of a 500-ms tonal pattern. This is a level of temporal acuity that had been documented only for such over-learned sounds as the change in voice-onset time that distinguishes /pa/ from /ba/.
The duration of auditory training required to approach asymptotic threshold performance depends on two variables: the nature of the task and the complexity of the stimuli. As shown in Table 1 , the fastest task to learn is simple detection of a sound, while discrimination of one sound from another takes somewhat longer, and the most timedemanding task is stimulus identification. Each of these tasks is accomplished most quickly with simple stimuli (e.g., pure tones), but far more slowly with complex stimuli (e.g., word-length tonal patterns or Morse code).
The fastest training, that for detection of simple stimuli, can be completed in 30 minutes to 2 hours. The slowest, that for identification of complex sounds, can require from 20-30 hours to many months. In a famous auditory training study, published in 1899, the authors kept track of improvements in the recognition of Morse code as trainees in telegraphy progressed from recognizing only 5-10 five-letter sets per minute to 60-70 sets per minute over the course of 6 months of training, 40 hours per week. 14 The telegraph operators' improvement over this period of time was nearly linear and showed little sign of having reached an upper limit.
Such observations suggest an enormous capacity for perceptual learning that has seldom been tapped in auditory research, where 30-40 total hours of training is exceptional. The telegraphy data, some data from the learning of wordlength tonal patterns, and the time ESL learners require to learn to recognize the sounds of a new language all point to gradual improvement in auditory identifications skills over at least 200-300 hours of practice. Fortunately, for those attempting to improve speech-recognition skills, although structured training with immediate corrective feedback after incorrect responses may be the most efficient form of training, informal everyday experience may be beneficially combined with formal training to achieve the desired goals.
Magnitude of changes accomplished by auditory training
The data in Figure 2 showed a reduction of the threshold for increments in the duration of a single 50-ms component of a word-length tonal pattern, from 60 ms down to less than 10 ms. There are many such instances of major changes in auditory acuity for specific sounds. A particularly compelling example was one in which listeners were trained to distinguish the presence or absence of a single component of one of the word-length tonal patterns that had been used in the study of temporal discrimination training described above. 13, 24 During the first week or so of training the 50-ms component to be detected could not be heard if it was a few dB below the 75 dB at which the other nine components were presented. After 10-15 hours of training the listeners could detect the presence of any one of the components, even when they were reduced by as much as 40-45 dB below the level of the other components.
This achievement of learned auditory attentional focus was only remarkable in that it was made to occur in the research lab. Babies and some, but not all, secondlanguage learners and hearing aid users, appear to be able to accomplish similar auditory learning through everyday experience.
Individual differences in auditory skills and the FSR ability
A somewhat surprising result, first reported in the early 1940s, is that listeners with unusually acute spectral or temporal resolving power are no better at speech recognition under difficult listening conditions (e.g., a conversational babble background) than those whose acuity is average or even below average. 27 This finding has now been replicated numerous times, including in a recent study in which a large number of auditory discrimination tests, several speech-recognition tests (nonsense syllables, words and sentences), and a test of the ability to recognize familiar environmental sounds were administered to 338 college students with normal audiograms. 28 Performance on the battery of 19 tasks was analyzed (with a principal components analysis and structural equation modeling) to determine how many discrete auditory abilities were required to account for the individual differences among the listeners. The answer was similar to that obtained in previous studies. The listeners appeared to differ in four basic abilities, three of which reflected the spectral and temporal acuity of the auditory system, while the fourth was the ability to recognize familiar sounds, both speech and non-speech.
As in earlier reports, the Familiar Sound Recognition (FSR) ability was statistically independent of (i.e., uncorrelated with) the measures of acuity. One might suspect that this was because listeners with normal hearing do not differ much in their abilities to recognize speech, but this was not the case. The range of SNR thresholds (for 50% correct word recognition in sentences) from the best 10% of the listeners to the worst 10% was about 7-8 dB, which is rather large considering that speech recognition for sentences can shift from near chance to near perfect with a change in SNR as little as 3-4 dB.
What does this have to do with the issue of speech-recognition training for users of hearing aids or cochlear implants? A great deal, because the differences among listeners in spectral-temporal acuity are more likely to reflect limitations imposed by early processing in the auditory system, while the FSR ability appears to involve higher levels of processing. A listener with excellent FSR skills is able to use a limited number of audible fragments of a complex sound to infer the portions not heard and thus successfully identify that sound. Such a person is also more likely to be attending to speech through a set of "cognitive-perceptual filters" that are correctly tuned for the sounds of the language to which she or he is listening. These more central cognitive skills are the ones that show continuous improvement over lengthy auditory training, while measures of acuity using simple stimuli do not. 11, 12 ) These conclusions are based on data collected from normal-hearing listeners. Do hearing-impaired persons have the same independence of acuity measures and the FSR ability? The answer to that question is often obscured in research reports by the range of audiograms, since difficulty in hearing the stimuli clearly affects both acuity and recognition tests. However, in those studies in which sufficient numbers of people with similar audiograms were included, speechrecognition and acuity measures seem to be essentially as independent as they are for normal-hearing listeners. 29 If the range of FSR abilities that has been well-documented for listeners with normal audiograms also characterizes persons with hearing loss-and we know of no reason to believe that it should notthat points to an obvious conclusion: Hearing-impaired persons with poor FSR ability will have significantly worse speechrecognition performance than others with similar audiograms but better FSR abilities. Fortunately, FSR skills can be improved.
CONCLUSIONS
Several lines of evidence thus suggest that individual differences in speech recognition by listeners with similar audiograms are largely a consequence of central rather than peripheral auditory processing limitations. From the learning of speech perception by infants as well as ESL students, we are convinced that one must know the code of syllable constituents for a particular language before one can achieve success in the recognition of polysyllabic words and sentences in that language.
While we might believe that post-lingually hearing-impaired persons "know the code" perfectly well, the considerable range of speech recognition by listeners with very similar audiograms contradicts that belief. 29 It is more likely that some users have learned the new code represented by the sounds of speech as perceived through their aids, while others have not. That hypothesis is supported by the improved performance resulting from auditory training, recently reported by several investigators, including our own group. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The lines of evidence discussed here yield at least five criteria for successful (re)training programs. Effective speechrecognition training must include at least:
(1) Right-wrong feedback delivered promptly to the listener after each response, informing her or him of the nature of the error in case of an incorrect response.
(2) A large corpus of recorded stimuli by at least 6-8 different speakers, including male and female and younger and older speakers.
(3) Training on the code of syllable constituents of the English language as produced in a variety of phonetic environments and also on the recognition of meaningful sentences, which combines bottom-up and top-down recognition skills.
(4) A method for concentrating training on the specific components of the code of syllable constituents with which an individual listener has difficulty.
(5) A curriculum that guides training in such a way that listeners can appreciate the improvement in their performance over time, and does so in such a manner that they will be willing to continue for the total length of training time that may be required for them to achieve the best level of speech recognition that can be expected, given their audiogram and the properties of their hearing aid or cochlear implant. 
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